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Thirty years ago, I received this cook book along with a Cuisinart food processor as a wedding gift.

Initially I wasn't too excited by the gifts but once I learned some basic machine techniques, and

armed with Abby Mandel's "Cuisinart Classroom" my cooking skills took off and both the food

processor and this cookbook have become indispensible tools in my kitchen.I have made many of

the recipes in this cookbook: cakes, nutbreads, pies, quiches, chili, soups, salad dressings,

appetizers,and meat dishes. After reading Abby's instructions on cake basic techniques for blending

cake ingredients I never used a boxed cake mix again. I just keep the basic cake ingredients on

hand. There are quite a few cake recipes contained in this cook cook ranging from layer cakes to

Bundt cakes to sponge roll cake and brownies. The carrot, prune, and raisin cake with the cream

cheese frosting is excellent; as is the gratin of turnip and potato, a recipe that she credits to Fredy

Girardet.My 30 year old copy of this cookbook is well worn and a bit dog eared but iI still use it quite

often. It is still my favorite cookbook!

Loved this book years ago. Lost it and my Cuisinart in a wildfire. This is one of the first cookbooks I

replaced. Adult bachelor son saw it and got himself a copy too. Directions are clear, recipes are

delicious. I don't use as much salt, however none of the recipes have been worse for that.

I've had a copy of this book for many years but it was falling apart. Although I have at least 200



cookbooks, this is definitely one of my "go to" books. The recipes always work and taste great. I

love this book and received it immediately.Thank you!

This book is packed with absolutely delicious recipes. My favorite: Mushroom, Green Pepper and

Pepperoni Pizza, page 190. It is pizzeria-style pizza with yeast dough that you can make at home

without a huge amount of fuss or bother. It has become a family favorite. Sooooo good.

Mmmmmmmm.

The book is super and rates 5 or more stars. However the promised Monday delivery materialized

on Wednesday. I dearly wish we could pay the Hungarians or even the Mafia to run the United

States Postal Service (Sic).

This book is amazing. Very user friendly with great recipes. The homemade mayonnaise recipe is

so simple and quick, I'm never buying it in the store again!

Still the best food processor book ever published
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